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In order to optimize cord reinforced rubber structures like tyres, driving belts and air 

springs, efficient and realistic finite element models are required. In particular, these 

models have to reproduce the typical composite’s stiffness properties such as high 

tensile stiffness in combination with a high compliance under shear loading and 

bending. These properties are the result of the complex geometric structure of the 

cord with its twisted multifilament yarns in combination with the flexible rubber matrix. 

In general, a usually undesired coupling between tension and torsion is caused by 

the twisted structure of the cords. Thus, within a finite element analysis, it is 

necessary to take the microscopic structure of the composite into account. Due to the 

large computational effort of such detailed models, representative volume elements 

are often considered instead of entire components. 

The objective of the contribution is to present a shell-like representative volume 

element for cord-rubber composites with uniaxial and cross-layer reinforcement. 

Towards this end, nonlinear constraint equations are introduced which enable an 

efficient simulation even at large strains and curvature. In the case of periodic 

structures, the solution is periodic as well and therefore free of any surface effects. 

The boundary conditions are applied by means of a macroscopic membrane tensor 

and macroscopic curvature tensor. The stress resultant tensor and the moment 

tensor are found to be their power conjugated variables, respectively. Thus, the 

representative volume element enables a shell-homogenization in order to determine 

the composite’s effective stiffness properties.  

As application, the composite’s stiffness properties for three different cord models are 

compared. The first cord model is a cylindrical cord in combination with an isotropic 

material model. The second one has a cylindrical shape as well, but a transversely 

isotropic material model with uniform preferred directions coaxial to the cord axis. 

The last one takes the cord’s geometry as well as its filament structure into account. 

In contrast to the second model, the preferred directions are coaxial to the tangent of 

the filament at each integration point. Furthermore, to avoid difficulties within the 

discretization of the composite, a structured mesh is used where the interface itself is 

not modelled with finite elements. Instead, the distinction between rubber and cord 

takes place during the calculation of stress and tangent stiffness at each integration 

point. The model is implemented in the commercial FE package Abaqus adopting its 

user subroutines UMAT and MPC. 
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